ABSTRACT As one of the most widely used recommender systems, movie recommendation plays an important role in our life. However, the data sparsity problem severely hinders the effectiveness of personalized movie recommendation, which requires more rich content information to be utilized. Posters and still frames, which directly display the visual contents of movies, have significant influences on movie recommendation. They not only reveal rich knowledge for understanding movies but also useful for understanding user preferences. However, existing recommendation methods rarely consider aesthetic features, which tell how the movie looks and feels, extracted from these pictures for the movie recommendation. To this end, in this paper, we propose an aesthetic-aware unified visual content matrix factorization (called UVMF-AES) to integrate visual feature learning and recommendation into a unified framework. Specifically, we first integrate the convolutional neural network (CNN) features and aesthetic features into probabilistic matrix factorization. Then we establish a unified optimization framework with these features for the movie recommendation. The experimental results on two real-world datasets show that our proposed method UVMF-AES is significantly superior to the state-of-the-art methods on movie recommendation.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of information technology and rapid data accumulation, recommender systems have become a key part of our daily life for fetching useful information. Recent years have witnessed a revolution in recommender systems from both methodology and application perspectives. As one of the most widely used recommender systems, movie recommendation is a subtle way of influencing our lives. With the comprehensive analysis of users' historical behaviors, user preferences, social relations, etc., the goal of a movie recommendation system is to recommend movies to potentially interested users. However, the high sparsity of user-item interactions, which is common in movie recommendation scenario where the user and movie sets are extremely large, severely
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hinders the effectiveness of personalized recommendation.
Existing studies have shown that content-based recommendation using rich information can alleviate this problem [1] - [4] . For example, content-based movie recommendations using content information including movie properties, user demographics, movie reviews, etc., have been successfully applied. Figure 1 shows posters and still frames for two movies respectively. From this figure, we can infer that users who delight in movie 1 may also be fond of movie 2 because they have similar posters and still frames. On one hand, we can infer from the two similar frames that both men are riding motorcycle, which is depicted by the pictures. On the other hand, both frames, which look wonderful and make audiences feel good, have high-level attributes in aesthetic assessment. In recent years, several researches [5] - [8] have considered visual contents for recommendation, such as photos, posters, and key frames. From these images we are able to extract two kinds of features, i.e., Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) feature and aesthetic feature. As a part of visual contents, CNN features have been gradually taken into consideration. However, as an essential component of content, aesthetic features, which reveal rich knowledge for understanding movies and user preferences, are rarely considered.
In this paper, we focus on how to utilize aesthetic features together with CNN features of images to improve the performance of movie recommendation. To this end, we propose a model named Aesthetic-aware Unified Visual contents Matrix Factorization (UVMF-AES) to exploit aesthetic features in movie posters and still frames for recommendation. Moreover, UVMF-AES integrates aesthetic feature extraction and recommendation into a unified framework which can be trained end-to-end. Specifically, we integrate aesthetic features and CNN features into probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF), so that visual features can be optimized for movie recommendation. The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
• We propose to enhance movie recommendation with aesthetic features extracted from movie posters and still frames in addition to CNN features.
• We develop an Aesthetic-aware Unified Visual contents Matrix Factorization model (UVMF-AES), which integrates aesthetic feature extraction and recommendation into a unified framework.
• Our experimental results on real-world datasets reveal that our proposed method UVMF-AES is capable of leveraging aesthetic features effectively.
II. RELATED WORK
This paper exploiting aesthetic features for movie recommendation. Starting from content-based recommendation, we incorporate CNN features and aesthetic features extracted from deep learning networks into probabilistic matrix factorization. Hence, we review related work on collaborative filtering, content-based recommendation, visual contents for recommendation, and aesthetic assessment.
A. COLLABORATIVE FILTERING AND CONTENT-BASED RECOMMENDATION
Collaborative filtering is a widespread method and lays the foundation of present recommender system. As we know, collaborative filtering methods pay attention to the relationship between users and items. Jeong et al. [9] utilize collaborative filtering to develop a movie recommender system. The similarity between each movie is determined by the similarity of ratings of these movies by the users who rated both movies. Matrix factorization [10] - [13] 
B. VISUAL CONTENTS FOR RECOMMENDATION
As an image can contain much information, it may help to alleviate data sparsity problem in recommendation or other data mining tasks. He et al. [18] proposed a hierarchical embedding architecture which accounts for both high-level and subtle visual features. As fashion gradually becomes the focus of the masses, McAuley et al. [19] propose a scalable method to explain the visual relationship of human sense. Aimed at recommending clothing matching scheme, they define the problem and provide the dataset for training. He and McAuley [20] integrate high-level visual features, and user feedback before and dynamic trends to build a novel model for one-class collaborative filtering. Kalantidis et al. [21] provide a scalable method to recommend clothing to users automatically. They mainly check the existing categories in the clothing. Essentially they discover the potential clothing by measuring the similarity between the clothing. Instagram provides the function that photos relevant to POIs can be shared online and for users. Li et al. [22] propose a personalized ranking method to integrate visual and textual information for content-based personalized recommendation. Zhao et al. [8] mainly focus on the similarity of visual features. The visual features are extracted from the photos taken by users at each POI. According to the user's interests which are analyzed by matrix factorization, the goal is to recommend tourist routes to travelers. Chen et al. [5] take visual contents into recommendation on the basis of matrix factorization. Around content-based recommendation, CNN features extracted from posters and still frames are used as a supplement to the content.
C. AESTHETIC ASSESSMENT
With the wide application of deep learning network, more and more aesthetic networks are used for aesthetic assessment. AVA [23] , a well-known large-scale aesthetic analysis database, merges and pushes forward the aesthetic networks. Yu et al. [24] extracted aesthetic features by a pre-trained neural network, and proposed a new tensor factorization model to incorporate the aesthetic features in a clothing recommendation task. Mai et al. [25] proposed a MNA-CNN network, which can extract features at multiple scales and naturally incorporates scene categories for aesthetic assessment. Zhou et al. [26] and Talebi and Milanfar [27] proposed a CNN-based image assessment method, which can predict the distribution of quality ratings. Lv et al. [28] first proposed a method to construct an exclusive dataset to represent the aesthetic preference of each individual. Furthermore, they proposed a customized aesthetic distribution model based on the dataset constructed well-designed aesthetic attributes in the first step. Finally, they concluded a user-friendly aesthetic ranking framework via deep neural network. Deng et al. [29] proposed an EnhanceGAN model, which can leverage abundant images and permit multiple forms of color enhancement. Their model is extensible to include further image enhancement schemes. Sheng et al. [30] developed an end-to-end way to train an assessment model with aesthetic labels only. They presented three typical attention mechanisms, including average, minimum, and adaptive. Inspired by related work, we can find that visual contents, such as CNN features and aesthetic features, do help to enhance the performance of movie recommendation. Moreover, we focus on how to integrate CNN features and aesthetic features into recommendation.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we first introduce problem definition of the movie recommendation problem. We next introduce the basic recommendation model, probabilistic matrix factorization.
A. PROBLEM DEFINITION
There are three objects, namely, users, movies, and images in our movie recommendation problem. Let U = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u i , . . . , u N } be the set of N users and V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v j , . . . , v M } be the set of M movies. As each user has watching records, there are ratings that users rated the movies they watched. R denotes the observed user-movie rating matrix, and R ∈ R N ×M . We use R ij to denote the ratings of a user u i on a movie v j . U ∈ R K ×N denotes the user feature matrix, and V ∈ R K ×M denotes the movie feature matrix. u i denotes the user latent feature of u i , and v j denotes the movie latent feature of v j . Here, images mainly include movie posters and still frames. As parts of movies' properties, each movie v j has its own posters and still frames. So all the images can be collected in the set
where L is the total number of these images. One set P v j can be used to denote the posters and the still frames which belong to movie v j . Every set of movie's images can be collected in the set P, and the relationship can be described as
The problem can be described as follows: Given N users and M movies, and images of movies P, accroding to the prediction scores, the goal of our movie recommendation problem is to recommend top-N movies to each user.
B. A BASIC RECOMMENDATION MODEL
Probabilistic Matrix Factorization(PMF) is based on the following two hypotheses; more details can be found in [31] . First, PMF defines Gaussian distribution over the difference between the observed rating matrix and the predicted rating matrix. So the conditional distribution over the observed ratings can be estimated as follows.
where column vectors u i and v j are used to describe user-specific and movie-specific latent feature vectors, respectively. N (x|µ, σ 2 ) is the probability density function of Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 .
Second, PMF defines Gaussian distribution over the latent matrices U and V, P(U|σ
According to the hypotheses, the posterior distribution can be obtained as follows.
IV. MOVIE RECOMMENDATION WITH CNN FEATURES AND AESTHETIC FEATURES A. EXTRACTING CNN FEATURES AND AESTHETIC FEATURES
In this step, visual contents in our studied problem include CNN features and aesthetic features. Here, we use VGG16 [32] model to extract CNN features. CNN features focus on the content of image, and mainly explain what the image is. VGG16 model has low error rate in classification and strong extensiveness, so VGG16 is widely used to image feature extraction. From Figure 2 , by repeatedly connecting 3×3 convolution kernels and 2×2 pooling kernels, VGG16 increases the depth of the network structure to improve performance. Moreover, the dimension of the last fully connected layer and the softmax layer is 1000. Indeed, the dimension of the last two layers is the number of classification. For the 1×1000 column vector, the value in each dimension means the probability of each category. Therefore, the feature vector cannot reflect the content of image. As a result, the last two layers are designed for classification. So we remove the last two layers. Given an input image of size 224×224×3, where 224×224 is the size of image, 3 is the number of RGB channels, the dimension D of CNN features is 4096. In the beginning, VGG16 is initiated with pre-trained weights on Imagenet [33] , and then the CNN features can be fine-tuned [34] . Then we use a deep aesthetic framework OWACNN [35] to extract the aesthetic features. From Figure 3 , we can find that it contains the following operations. First, the input is an image of size 224×224×3, where 224×224 is the size of an image, 3 is the number of RGB channels. Second, we use a pre-trained ResNet-152 [36] as the expert network. The expert network is made up of four different pre-trained models, scene recognition, semantic analysis, object recognition, and emotion prediction. Third, it connects an OWA pooling layer, which is an aggregation operator. Then, the feature is aggregated and the dimension of features is 4096. Finally, the framework uses a full-connected layer to make an AQ (Aesthetic Quality) decision. As the full-connected layer is designed for classification, we remove the last full-connected layer. After extracting the visual features from CNN, the following step is to model these features into recommendation.
B. MODELING CNN FEATURES AND AESTHETIC FEATURES
Suppose that we have an image p k relevant with a movie v j , we can use the visual content of p k to describe movie v j . An arbitrary image p s , which is not relevant with movie v j , may have a smaller probability to be used to describe movie v j . Here, visual content includes CNN features and aesthetic features. We use CNN to denote the CNN features of an image and AES to denote the aesthetic features of an image. Item features v j can be used to describe movie v j , so the latent feature v j implies whether the image p s is relevant with movie v j or not. Thus, we use P(f jk = 1|v j , p k ) to describe p k is relevant with v j , 
where 
where the posterior distribution P(U, V, W|R, F, P) can be as follows, Figure 4 shows the graphic description of our proposed model UVMF-AES. Its right is a PMF part (green-dotted), and its left is a CNN part (red-dashed). As a part of movies' properties, visual content can be used to reflect the properties of movies. In addition, UVMF-AES defines Gaussian distribution over the weights W of both CNN and aesthetic network (OWACNN). UVMF-AES takes advantage of PMF to integrate CNN and AES into the recommendation.
By replacing Eq.(2), Eq.(4), Eq.(6), the objective function F in Eq. (5) is as follows,
where we set
for preventing over-fitting and α = σ 2 . is the entrywise product, · F is Frobenius norm.
V. OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we adopt negative sampling and gradient ascent for optimization. 
A. NEGATIVE SAMPLING
Since there are so many images in the dataset, it takes too much time in the convolutional operation. The formula of the objective function involves the calculation of visual features. We adopt negative sampling [37] to accelerate the training speed. Approximately log P(f jk = 1|v j , p k ) are as follows,
where p kt (t = 1, . . . , J ) are named negative samples, J is the number of negative samples for p k . Given each training sample p k , the relationship between p k and its negative samples p kt (t = 1, . . . , J ) is one-to-many. For each image p k ∈ P, negative samples can be collected in X p k = {p k1 , . . . , p kt , . . . , p kJ }.
Generally, point at each image p k of v j , we randomly select J images as negative samples, i.e. p kt . Here, the selected images are not from the image set of v j . The goal of optimization is to maximize the similarity between v j and f p k , and minimize the similarity between v j and f p kt . By negative sampling, the gradients can be simplified. And the updates rules can be as follows.
1) UPDATE U
The partial derivatives of F w.r.t U are given by,
2) UPDATE V
The partial derivatives of F w.r.t V are given by,
where X is the partial derivative of the term
And X = {x 1 , . . . , x j , . . . , x M } ∈ R K ×M is a matrix with its j-th column x j given as,
Further, we can convert x j into a form of vector representation,
where the matrix H i ∈ R D×|P v j | is made up of each column
of each column f p kt where p k t is the negative samples of p k .
3) UPDATE W
The partial derivatives of F w.r.t W are given by,
B. FINE-TUNING CNN
Each movie is usually done by an aesthetic director. We can just use OWACNN to extract the aesthetic features of each movie. To update the parameters for CNN, we fix U, V, W and remove irrelevant items, the partial derivative of F w.r.t θ is as follows, 
C. LEARNING ALGORITHM
The learning algorithm of UVMF-AES can be summarized in Algorithm 1. Given M movies and N users, their rating matrix R and images of movie P v j , j = 1, . . . , M , we aim to complete the recommendation task. In line 1 and 2, firstly we initialize the weights of VGG16 and U, V, W with Gaussian distribution respectively. From line 3 to line 8, the parameters are updated until convergence, where η is the learning rate. After training and optimizing, we get the predicted matrix of user-movie by U T V. At last, we can rank the predicted values and select top-N movies for each user. 
Algorithm 1 The Learning Algorithm of UVMF-AES
fine-tune CNN using back propagation and concatenate AES 8: until convergence; 9: return the full rating matrix of user-movie on U T V
VI. EXPERIMENTS A. DATASET
We evaluate the performance of our proposed method UVMF-AES on the MovieLens2011 1 and IMDb 2 datasets. For missing movie posters and still frames in the MovieLens2011 dataset, we crawled these image data from IMDb. In the IMDb dataset, all the data including posters and still frames of each movie can be crawled from the IMDb website. Table 1 shows the statistics of datasets. From Table 1 , we can see that the MovieLens dataset has 2113 users, 7258 movies, 8961 posters, and 119162 still frames. The IMDb dataset has 2030 users, 5254 movies, 6492 posters, and 87493 still frames. We split each dataset by randomly assigning 70% to training set and the rest 30% to test set.
B. EVALUATION METRICS
Since our proposed model UVMF-AES is based on probabilistic matrix factorization, the model performance is measured by computing Root Mean Square Error (abbreviated as RMSE) on the test set. We adopt RMSE as an evaluation criterion, and the formula is as follows,
where |Z | is the number of test ratings, r uv means the observed score user u rated on movie v, andr uv represents the predicted score user u rated on movie v from our model UVMF-AES.
After training and optimizing our model, we can get the predicted matrix. Then we rank the predicted values and recommend the top-N movies to each user.
In recommender system, Precision and Recall are commonly used to evaluate the accuracy of recommendation. Here, we define a movie whose value is lower than 2.5 as a false sample(user dislike it), and the higher one as a true sample(user like it). From Table 2 , we use TP to denote the number of movies that a user like (True) and we recommend (Positive), TN to denote the number of movies that a user like (True) and we don't recommend (Negative), FP to denote the number of movies that a user dislike (False) and we recommend (Positive), FN to denote the number of movies that a user dislike (False) and we don't recommend (Negative). The formulas of Precision and Recall are as follows,
C. COMPARISON AND PERFORMANCE
We compare our proposed model UVMF-AES with five representative methods for movie recommendation.
• PMF: Probabilistic Matrix Factorization [31] explains the latent factor of user and item from the process of probability generation.
• BPR: Bayesian Personalized Ranking [39] is a ranking algorithm based on matrix factorization. It is not a global optimization, but a ranking optimization for user preference.
• CMF: Collective Matrix Factorization [13] alleviates data sparsity and cold-start problem by taking side information into consideration. Here, we consider visual contents and user-item rating. • MF+: MF+ [4] utilizes image features as a complement to context-aware information and further extends the MF model. MF+ model first classifies the image features and then calculates the similarities between these classified features.
• UVMF [5] : UVMF extends probabilistic matrix factorization and considers visual contents for movie recommendation. It builds a bridge between probabilistic matrix factorization and convolutional neural network, and can be trained end-to-end.
The performance of our proposed model UVMF-AES on two real-world datasets evaluated by RMSE, Precision @N, Recall@N is shown in Table 3 and Figure 5 . We train other baseline methods on the same training set and evaluate them on the same test set. We set K = 10, which is the dimension of user and movie features. The learning rate η is set to 0.001 in our experiments. The number of negative samples J is set to 5. The parameter α is set to 0.0001, which controls the contribution of images. The parameters λ 1 and λ 2 are both set to 1 for preventing over-fitting. And we follow the best parameter settings for other baseline methods.
From the experimental results, we give the observations as follows. First, the visual methods UVMF-AES, UVMF, MF+, and CMF performs better than the non-visual methods PMF and BPR, owing to their capabilities in modeling the visual contents. Second, among the visual contents aware methods, UVMF-AES+P+F, UVMF+P+F, and MF+ all perform better than UVMF-AES+P and UVMF(+P). It proves the effectiveness of the idea of considering still frames of movies. In movie recommendation, still frames of movies do help to alleviate data sparsity. Third, UVMF-AES+P+F and UVMF+P+F improve the performance in comparison with MF+ due to the recommendation mission of visual contents. Here, MF+ also utilizes the visual features of movie posters and still frames. Especially, image features are taken into a neighborhood model and are utilized to calculate the similarities between these images features in MF+ model. Since visual features are mainly designed for classification, they are separated from movie features. Hence, they cannot reflect the properties of movies well. Modeling the visual contents of movie posters and still frames, both UVMF-AES+P+F and UVMF+P+F integrate visual feature extraction and recommendation into a unified framework. In the learning process, they have fine-tuned CNN features. It proves that the unified optimization method of visual features and recommendation performs better than those optimized for image classification.
D. EFFECTIVENESS OF AESTHETIC FEATURES
To analyze the effectiveness of aesthetic features, we conduct experiments on the proposed model UVMF-AES. Figure 5 shows that Precision and Recall of UVMF-AES+P+F are considerably higher than those of UVMF+P+F. From Table 3 , RMSE of UVMF+P+F is about 0.018 higher than that of UVMF-AES+P+F. Moreover, RMSE of UVMF+P is about 0.011 less than that of UVMF-AES+P on MovieLens dataset. Certainly, UVMF-AES, which considers the aesthetic features of images, has better performance. Whatever considering different combinations of movie posters and still frames, UVMF-AES is superior on the same dataset. Here, UVMF only utilizes CNN features. As a part of visual features, aesthetic features enrich the properties of movies. Further, aesthetic features alleviate data sparsity. CNN features describe the content of images and help to find similar movies by the similarity of images. Aesthetic features build a closer relationship between the images which not only have similar contents but also high-level aesthetic assessment. Enriching the visual contents, aesthetic features improve the accuracy of movie recommendation.
VII. CONCLUSION
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